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INTERACTION OF 25-keV ELECTRONS WITH LATTICE VIBRATIONS IN LiF.
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In two former papers" it has been stated
that monoenergetic' fast electrons interacting
with molecules excite infrared active fundamen-

tal vibrations with high intensity. Consequent-

ly, strong interaction of fast electrons with

optical lattice vibration should be expected in
alkali-halide crystals. In these solids, how-

ever, as is well known, electromagnetic waves
excite transverse vibrations iz& of the lattice,
whereas a charged particle excites the longi-
tudinal modes w&. The maximum of light ab-
sorption and the most probable energy loss
appear at different energies.

Figure 1 represents (a) the real and the imag-
inary part of the dielectric constant e (~) = e, (~)
+is, (~), (b) the reflection spectrum (reststrahl
band, and (c) the energy-loss function -Im[l/
e(&u)] according to the dielectric theory4 of an
infinite medium, in lithium fluoride. The absorp-
tion spectrum, which is essentially proportion-
al to e„shows a rather sharp peak at S~~T = 0.039
eV. The reststrahl band extends over a wide

range from 0.03 to 0.08 eV. The energy-loss
function calculated from the optical constants
exhibits a peak at @~I = 0.081 eV, where e~

vanishes, in accordance with the Lyddane-Sachs-
Teller relation. '

The high-resolution technique recently devel-
oped3 enables us now to separate those electrons
which have lost such small amounts of energy
from the unaffected electrons at 25-keV primary
energy. In contrast to the energy-loss function,
the measured energy-loss spectrum of a 400-A
LiF foil (Fig. 1) shows a broad band between
0.03 and 0.11 eV with a maximum at 0.047 eV.
The spectrum is corrected by subtracting the
slope of the no-loss line. ' The excitation of
lattice vibrations takes place with largest prob-
ability at an excitation energy between those
of the transversal and longitudinal modes. The
energy-loss spectra depend slightly on foil thick-
ness (Fig. 2). The maximum shifts from 0.042
to 0.050 eV when the foil thickness increases

from 240 to 700 A.
In addition to these energy losses, energy

gains of the primary electrons could also be
observed in the spectrum (Fig. 2) changing their
position in the same way. The energy gains
disappear when the specimen is cooled down

to the temperature of liquid air. Since process-
es leading to energy loss and energy gain have
equal probabilities, the intensity ratio of en-
ergy gain and energy loss is proportional to
the occupation probability of the state, which

is a function of the temperature of the speci-
men.

The discrepancies between the computed and

measured energy-loss spectra in Fig. 1 are
caused by the fact that we are dealing with a
finite medium. On the assumption that the ex-
citation probability of lattice vibrations (dl is
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FIG. 1. Dielectric constant e = e&+ie2, reststrahl
band R, energy-loss function —Iml/e, and experimen-
tal energy-loss spectrum (normalized) of LiF on car-
bon substratum, EO=25 keV, 8 ~ 1&& 10 . Optical data.

taken from M. Gottlieb, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 50, 343 (1960).
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It is now generally accepted that within type-
II superconductors in the mixed state there
can exist an ordered array of lines, each sur-
rounded by a vortex-like circulation of current. '
As a result the magnetic field in the metal var-
ies periodically in space. Neutron-diffraction
studies in niobium have given direct evidence
for this structure, ' showing that the vortices
are arranged on a triangular lattice whose lat-
tice constant (typically 100 to 1000 A) is deter-
mined by the same flux quantization condition
per vortex as is found for superconducting cyl-
inders. ' We report here line-shape measure-
ments which strongly suggest that the vortex
structure is also triangular in the mixed state
of vanadium' &'; and relaxation-time (T,) mea-
surements' for nuclei both near and far from
vortex lines.

Both measurements use the field-cycling tech-
nique' shown in Fig. 1, in which a 10-kG field
is first applied to the normal sample for a time
long compared to T„' then the field is lowered,
in 30 msec, to some value He such that the
sample becomes superconducting. The field
is kept at IIe for a time v, during which the
spin magnetization relaxes with a time char-
acteristic of the mixed state. Finally the field
is rapidly increased to 6 kG and the nuclear
spin magnetization measured by immediately
observing the nmr signal (which is proportion-
al to the magnetization) using standard techniques.
The cycle is repeated many times with vary-
ing v, and frequently the signal decays expo-
nentially with v towards its v =~ value, the
time constant being T, .

Except near H~2 and T~, the relaxation da-
ta' are consistent with the assumption that far
from vortex lines spins relax at the rate pre-
dicted for type-I superconductors by the BCS
theory' [T, = (0.8 + 0.4) exp(1.7 5'�/T) sec ]; and

spins within a coherence distance of a vortex
relax at roughly the same rate as in the nor-
mal metal. " Thus, at low T and He, nonexpo-
nential decays are observed having a long ex-
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FIG. 1. Field sequence used to measure T~ and line
shape. The 100-Hz audio field sometimes used to
move the vortex structure is shown dotted. The dotted
magnetization and signal curves show what happens
when power is absorbed by the nuclei from the probe
field.

ponential tail with the BCS T, quoted above,
and having a rapid initial decay associated with

spins close to vortices. The space average
of Tj can also be obtained from the initial
slope of the decay, or more accurately by ap-
plying a 100-Hz magnetic field of 10 G in the
direction of He. This ac field presumably moves
the vortex structure about relative to the spins,
so that each spin relaxes at the average rate
for the entire structure, and a shortened, pure-
ly exponential decay is observed. The average
rate (T, ') is proportional to T as in the nor-
mal state, and is also proportional to the den-
sity of vortices [(Tl ') = ,'T1„'B/Hc—2, where

T1„ is the normal-state' relaxation time at
the same temperature]. These observations
are consistent with theoretical ideas of Caroli
and co-workers" and with other kinds of ex-
periments. ' "

Just below T~ the characteristic drop in T,
relative to the normal state found in other su-
perconductors' is not seen in our samples for
He =0. There is a drop in T, for He) 50 G just
below T~, relative to the normal state at the
same field. The absence of this decrease in
zero-field T, may be a real effect, but it could
also be the result of trapped flux since, in the
normal state, T, increases by a factor of about


